From your book:
  Chapter 14 Review Sample Test Problems (pg 774)
  #1, 2, 4-14 all

(Also, you can redo all the midterm review problems assigned previously.)

From the “Final Review Extra Problems”:
  (These problems are from a different calculus book.)
  Exercises pg 646-647   #1, 2, 3, 20, 21
  Exercises pg 714-716   #1-13 all, 17-27 odd, 28-36 all, 39-45 all,
                         51-60 all
  Exercises pg 752-753   #1, 2, 5, 7
  Exercises pg 818-819   #1-11 odd, 15, 16, 17-21 all, 23, 24, 27,
                         28, 31, 32
  Exercises pg 882-883   #1-14 all, 19, 23, 24, 30

The test covers everything we've covered in this class.

You can bring two 8.5 x 11 inch papers with notes (on both sides, if you want) to use as a reference.

No calculator is necessary nor allowed for this exam.